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ON THE CAUCHY PROBLEM OF THE

DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR S^

W. Y. LEE

ABSTRACT.  I. M. Gelfand and G. E. Shilov have obtained the unique-

ness and correctness class of the Cauchy problem of the differential opera-

tor  iid/dx).   If S    is some particular differential operator, then the unique-

ness class of the differential operator  S    is given in this paper.

According to [10, pp. 679—682], we define the spaces   B    , and  ¿L^t,

as follows:

Definition 1. ep £ B    , if (f> is a smooth function, çj(x) = 0 for x > b, and

y£4(0> =    sup   |(x- 1d)*(*-'2-h0(*))| < »,      k = 0, 1, 2,. ..,
0<.X< oo

where  b > 0 is a constant and p is any real number.

Definition 2.   For each  q = 1, 2, 3, • • ' , $ £^>nqu if z~^~1/2$  is an

even entire function and

a^l"[9) à    sup     \e-b\y\2,3iz2k-^-lMz))\<oo,       ¿ = 0,1,2,...,

z=x +z'y

where   b > 0 is a constant and p is any real number.   Here  z~ is

understood to be a principal value.

The topology of the spaces  B    , and If q    is generated by the seminorms

iyf, }?°= 0 and îafV2'?ar!=0 respectively.   It follows from Definitions 1 and 2

that B ,, ,  and Ü 9,   are Fréchet spaces.   If we define

<?£(</,)=   max   y^(<p),       /3^^(4>) =   max    a£-2/(4>)

then erf, and ßy',q define a norm on the spaces  B    b and if qb respectively.

For p > - Vi, let H    be the Hankel transformation defined by

(1) K^(*)=J~,p(*)(xy)^Uy)¿*
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where  /   (xy) is the Bessel function of the first kind; then an application

of Griffith's theorem [3, pp. 109—115] and Zemanian's theorem [lO, pp. 683—

684] yields

Theorem 1.  For p>-Vi and for each q = 1, 2, 3, • • • , the Hankel trans-

formation H    is an isomorphism from the space  B    ,   onto the space   i) q,.
M Ptb f-,b

Consider the differential operator N    defined by [ll, p. 135]

N   = x^D x" <*•+*>.

Then the inverse  /V~    is given by

.V-^x) = *"+H£ y-^+y^(y)dy.

Let T7Z be any nonnegative integer such that p + ttz > - Vi fot any fixed real

number p.   Define the Hankel transformation  H        for ó £ B    ,   by [ll, p.
r T^-,777 r /X, D        J *

163]

(2)     $(v)èKM^) = (-iry-^^-V-i ••• Vi'V(x)-

Then the inverse Hankel transformation K~      is defined for 0 £ 3 q    by

(3)       «p(x)4K-^iy) = (-irw;^v-1... ^_^^-«yX

Note that  /V    is an isomorphism from B    , onto B      , , and N'T.    is an iso-
/z. r /i,fc /i + l,c> M

morphism from B      , , onto B    ,.   Thus Theorem 1 leads us to
r ¡x\\,b ß,b

Theorem 2.   For ß«y real number a, the Hankel trans formation My r ' M.777

defined by (2) is an isomorphism from the space B    ,   onto the space   3 q

where m is a nonnegative integer such that p + m>-Vi.   Moreover the

inverse Hankel transformation K~       is given by (3).
' fJ.,m ° '       '

Theorem 2 was first proved by Koh [14, Lemma 3, p. 324].   Let / and <p

belong to the spaces (ll 9,)'and B    ,   respectively.   Then the generalized
\x,b ß,b

Hankel transformation  K' for any real number p. is defined by

where ttz is a nonnegative integer chosen as before.   From Theorem 2 and

equation (A), we have

Theorem 3.   For any real number p, the generalized Hankel trans formation

K     is an isomorphism from the dual space  ÇB q )    onto the dual space
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The following lemma is an easy consequence of Definition 2.

Lemma 1.  For any real number a > 0 and for each q = 1, 2, 3, * ' " , let

x fee aw even entire function such that

|<PU)| <cea\y\2q(i + \z\2™)

where C is any positive constant and m is any nonnegative integer.   Then

$ h-> ffj)  is a continuous linear mapping from the space  ÎÎ q,  into O9    ,.

Let S (R  ) be the space of even smooth functions of rapid descent.

Let §e   (z) be the subspace of the functions zM+ l/2f where / £ §>g(R2).

Then the following algebraic inclusion relations are apparent:

S    U)c^,c^+,cz^.§ (r2).
e ,/j. ß,b p.,a+b ev      '

Observe that ¿>     (z) and ö (R  ) catty their Fréchet space topologies.   Note

also that the topology of   a q,   is identical with the induced topology by

iÜ2q     ,.   Since S     (z) is dense in z^l/2 ■ S (R2) [7, Theorem 15-5, p.
p.,a + b e,/J>   ' e^      '       ' ' r

160], we immediately get

Lemma 2.  For any two positive real numbers a and b, the space   B    ,

is dense in K q     , for each q = 1, 2, 3, • • ".
fj.,a + b '

Theorems 1 and 2 and Lemma 2 yield

Lemma 3.   For any real number p and for any two positive real numbers

a and b, the space  B    ,   is dense in  B ,.

A
Consider now the Cauchy problem of the differential operator S   »

r32/r3*2-(4p2-l)/4*2:

(5) duix, t)/dt= PiSn)uix, t),

(6) „(*, 0) = uQix)

where  u(x, t) is an ttz x 1  column vector, and P is an m x ttz polynomial

matrix with constant coefficients.

Theorem 4.   Let p be a real number >—Vi.   Then the Cauchy problem

(5)—(6) admits a unique solution u(x, t) in the dual space  (B b)   for the

interval 0<t<T,T = t0 + (a + b)c~x2 and for any  initial function
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uQ(x) £ (B^a + (¡)'where pQ is the reduced order of the system (5)-(6) with

S    replaced by  i(d/dx) and cQ is a constant depending on P.

Proof.   From the fundamental theorem [2, pp. 35—48], the Cauchy problem

(5)—(6) has a unique solution in a dual space E   if the Cauchy problem:

(7) d(f>ix, t)/dt = PiS^ix, t),

(8) (f)ix, tQ) = 4>Qix)

has a solution in the space E where P is the adjoint of p.   In our case E

turned out to be  B ,, „    ,.   Let p be a real number > - M-   From [8, p. 565]
p.,a + b r — .

or [9, p. 686], the Hankel transformation  K    of (7)—(8) gives

(9) <9<5(y,  t)/dt = 'Pi-y2niy, t),

(10) 0,(v, /„) =-3>0(y)

where ^(y, t) = K   4>(x, t).   Obviously the formal solution of (9)—(10) is

given by

í>(y, i) = exp[(i - ¿0)P(-y2)]í>0(y).

Define QQq, t Q, /) = exp[(t - tQ) P(- r¡2)] where 17 = u + iv.   Let pQ be the

reduced order of the system (5)-(6) where  S„ is replaced by  i(d/dx).   Upon

utilizing [2, p. 53], we obtain

|| Qir,, t0, t)\\ < Cil + l^l2)'0^"1^^^-^! \v\*Po\

where  cQ is a constant depending on pQ.   Since   \r¡\     °<2    °(|zz|     ° + \v\    °),

it follows that

(11) ¡Qir,, t0, t)\\ < C ^xpíc/'^t - t0\\u\4PO]exp[c024p°\t - t0\\v\Ap°].

Choose a positive integer q greater than 2p„.   Applying the Phragmen-

Lindelöf theorem [6, pp. 176—181] in the domain - 77/2 + f < arg 77 < 77/2 - e,

e > 0, and Lemma 1, we can see from (11) that $ r~» 2(r/, t Q, t) is a continu-

ous linear mapping from the space  V qb into 'H q        where t is chosen such

that  |i -t0| < c~l2       °ia + b).   Thus the Cauchy problem (9)-(10) has a

unique solution in ^2q     , ■   Since  H~ V2q     , = B ,  for p > - M from

Theorem 1, and since B        is dense in B,,       ,   from Lemma 3, the Cauchy

problem (7)—(8) has a unique solution in B„a + ¿.   ft follows from the funda-

mental theorem [2, pp. 35-48] that the Cauchy problem (5)—(6) admits a
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unique solution in the dual space  (ß , )   for the interval  0 < t < T, T =

-i  ~4po
cn 2 (a + b).   This completes the proof.

For a < - 14, an application of M        defined by (2) instead of H    in
r c * AZ-,777 /A

the above proof shows us

Corollary 1.   Theorem A holds for whatever the choice of p may be.

Remark 1. If p. is the reduced order of the system (5)—(6) with S

replaced by i(d/dx), we have to select q greater than 2pQ so that 0 t-*

Q(rj, t „, t)$> is a continuous linear mapping from  if    .  into if *     ,.

Remark 2.   Let p0 be defined as in Remark 1.   Then the reduced order

of the system (5)—(6) is 2pQ.

Remark 3.   If the coefficients of the system (5)—(6) depend on t, upon

utilizing [2, pp. 58—60], it is not hard to verify the validity of Theorem 4

and Corollary 1 in this case too.

Problem.  Let h be the genus of the system (5)—(6) with respect to the

differential operator i(d/dx) [2, pp. 107—115].   Then what is the genus of

the same system with  i(d/dx) replaced by S   ?  We conjecture the answer to

be 2tt.   Once this problem is solved, we may be able to give a correctness

class of the system (5)—(6).
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